


Registered Angus Since 1990
Arlington, SD

Directions to Sale Site:
Colman, SD
Depart SD-34 / SE 3rd St. toward S Loban Ave. 11.7 
miles, bear right onto SD-34 E, 3.2 miles. Keep straight 
onto SD-34 / SE 10th St. for 1.0 miles. Turn right onto 
E Center St. (Unpaved Road) 0.6 miles. Arrive at 1209 E 
Center St., Madison, SD 57042. The last intersection is S 
Division Ave. 1209 E Center St., Madison, SD 57042

  Welcome to my annual Angus sale, at our new location in the Madison Livestock Auction center in Madison, 
SD. This year I will be offering 18 two-year-old bulls, 32 yearlings and 39 heifers.
  My entire heifer crop, many embryo transfers, AI sires, and great herd sires. The entire calf crop has been 
Zoetis 50K genomics testing done. We feel that there is great value in this testing for several reasons. The first 
is that it enhances the reliability and accuracy of the EPDs of the calves before they ever have progeny. The 
second reason is that the test is a way to evaluate animals from herd to herd without varying management 
and environmental practices. In most cases it is equivalent to the animal having 16 calves already on the 
ground. Most females never achieve that in a lifetime!
  I consider us a calving ease specialist! If you look at the Calving Ease Direct (CED) EPD this is very import-
ant when breeding heifers. If you retain or sell breed heifers take a good look at calving ease maternal (CEM) 
EPD this is a great indication of how the sire’s daughter would calve. Because of the docility of our animals 
there are several that would make excellent junior projects and excellent 4-H and FFA projects. All of our 
heifers will make excellent cows.

Over half of these bulls are in the top 35 percentile of the breed for:

	 • Calving Ease
 • Weaning Weight
 • Yearling Weight
 • Docility
 • Calving Ease Maternal
 • Carcass Weight
 • and for $B

With great accuracies because of the Zoetis genomics testing.

  We hope that you will make plans to join us on Saturday, March 22 at the Madison Livestock Auction sale 
barn. If you are not able to attend the sale, it will be broadcast live on DVAuctions.com, and our entire crop 
will be available to view on March 21. We appreciate your interest and business and look forward to seeing 
you on March 22 at 12 p.m.
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Registered Angus Since 1990
Arlington, SD

REGISTERED ANGUS CATTLE SALE
Saturday • March 22, 2014 • 12:00 p.m.

at Madison Livestock Auction Sale Barn, Madison, SD

BRAD BUNKER - 605-530-6404

Auctioneer: Seth Weishaar - (605) 210-1124

Ringmen:
Chris Effling from Tri-State Livestock News - 
(605) 769-0142
Donnie Leddy, from Cattle Business Weekly - 
(605) 695-0113

Auction will be live on DVAuction contact 
Justin Dikoff (605) 290-0635

PHONE ORDERS: Buyers unable to attend the sale 
may call or send their bids to the owner Brad Bunker, 
the auctioneer, or the field representatives. Bids will 
be handled as if you were present. It would help if 
you could call several days before the sale.

ACCOMMODATIONS: Super 8 Motel in Arlington, SD 
(605) 983-4609

TRUCKING: We encourage delivery as soon as possi-
ble. Free delivery for the first 200 miles, and actual 
cost for the rest of the trip. If you haul sale day, there 
will be $50 off bulls and $10 off heifers. However, 
we will care for cattle free over charge until April 1, 
2014.

ANNOUNCEMENTS: All announcements from the block 
will take precedence over the sale book.

SEMEN INTERESTS: Bunker Cattle Company will be 
retaining 1/3 semen interest. Full possession and full 
salvage value sell on all bulls unless otherwise an-
nounced.

GUARANTEE: All bulls selling $3,000 or more are 
fully guaranteed against breeding injury for the first 
breeding season. Breeding season is defined as 
the 90-day period following the first turn out of the 
bulls. If a replacement bull is available, he will be 
provided, or if the buyer prefers, credit towards one 
bull will be given in the following year’s sale, less 
salvage value of the injured bull. Please notify us as 
soon as possible should an injury occur and prior to 
bull being sold for salvage. If bull is sold for salvage 
before we are notified replacement may not be avail-
able.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: All cattle sell according to 
the terms and conditions of the American Angus As-
sociation. Any death or injury after the animal is sold 
is at the buyer’s risk.

LIABILITY: All persons who attend this sale do so at 
their own risk, legal or otherwise, for their safety or 
the behavior of the animals.

PLEASE BRING SALE BOOK WITH YOU TO THE SALE!! 
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!

The accuracy is generally equivalent to tested 
animals having roughly a dozen progeny. 
Females immediately deliver more accuracy 
than a typical lifetime of natural progeny. 
Bunker cattle realizes the value of delivering the customer 
more predictable accuracies.
For further information please go to our web site 
www.bunkercattle.com

Top 35%
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Bunker O’reilly 148A
Birth Date: 2-3-2013 Bull 17578801 Tattoo: 148A1

• This bull has a Feed Efficiency rating of the top 10% of the breed. Along with 
Calving Ease Direct and Calving Ease Maternal.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Vin-Mar O’Reilly Factor SAV Emulous 8145
16400429 #Vin-Mar Edella 2827 +Circle A 216 LTD 9374
  RR Edella Pursuit 5827
 
 Bun VRD 230P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
Bunker 230P 148U  Bon View Katinka 2273
16075392 Bunker 878 55R #Bon View New Design 878
  Bun 54 VRD 33N

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+7 .29 +3.2 .34 +48 .28 +92 .30 +.23 .27 +.59 .33 +11 .26

+11 .10 +23 .17
CEM MILK BW CW $W

84 +28 .15 +68.37

Bunker TC FreedOm 79A [DDP]
Birth Date: 2-7-2013 Bull 17581040 Tattoo: 79A3

• Excellent, excellent numbers on EPDs on this bull all the way across the board with 
a very nice look.

 #Connealy Forefront #Connealy Frontline
TC Freedom 104  Eileen Heartland Conanga6443
#13977765 #TC Ruby 9095 #TC Stockman 365
  #+TC Ruby 4068
 
 #Exar Lutton 1831 #+Northern Improvement 4480 GF
Bunker Lutton 79W  Exar Saras Dream 9809
16308202 Bunker 230P 67T Bun VRD 230P
  Bunker VRD 65R

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+4 .30 +2.4 .35 +59 .28 +103 .31 +.20 .33 +1.17 .35 +30 .29

+11 .17 +25 .22
CEM MILK BW CW $W

80 +41 .18 +94.77

Bunker FinAl PrOduCT 198A
Birth Date: 2-6-2013 Bull 17578665 Tattoo: 198A2

• This bull will put a lot of pounds on your calves. Both WW and YW are in the top 
5% of the breed.

 Connealy Product 568 #GAR Retail Product
Connealy Final Product Pride Fine of Conanga 566
15848422 #Ebonista of Conanga 471 #Connealy Deep Canyon 454
  Ebonisa of Conanga 5469
 
 Bunker Donamere 12R +Bun Donamere K29
Bunker M12 198U  +Bun New Design 12
16076062 +Bunker Equator 16s #Papa Equator 2928
  +KF Gammer 340

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+2 .29 +2.2 .34 +61 .27 +106 .30 +.16 .31 +.43 .34 +20 .27

+6 .12 +27 .20
CEM MILK BW CW $W

90 +39 .20 +62.45

Bunker Yearling Bulls

Bunker O’Reilly 148A - Lot 1

TC Freedom 104 - Sire of Lot 3.

Bunker Final Product 198A - Lot 2

Lot 2 Lot 3
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Bunker FinAl PrOduCT 139A
Birth Date: 2-9-2013 Bull 17578664 Tattoo: 139A5

• You will like this bull. He is fancy, puts on a lot of pounds and will add milk to your 
females.

 Connealy Product 568 #GAR Retail Product
Connealy Final Product Pride Fine of Conanga 566
15848422 #Ebonista of Conanga 471 #Connealy Deep Canyon 454
  Ebonisa of Conanga 5469
 
 Bunker Lead On 75T #Connealy Lead On
Bunker 75T 139W  +Bunker C-36-365 75R
16305591 +Bunker Equator 45R #Papa Equator 2928
  Bon View Katinka 2273

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+3 .30 +2.2 .34 +56 .28 +100 .31 +.18 .32 +.82 .34 +20 .28

+8 .14 +33 .21
CEM MILK BW CW $W

73 +33 .20 +81.27

Bunker rOCky 47A
Birth Date: 2-9-2013 Bull 17578663 Tattoo: 47A4

• This bull is just massive; use this bull on cows to create massive calves and carcass 
data in the top 15% of the breed.

 #HARB Onward 786 JH #Connealy Onward
VAR Rocky 80029  HARB Juanada Erica G75 JH
16160601 #Vermilion Lass 0029 #Connealy Dateline
  Vermilion Lass 8107
 
 #+SAF Strategy 9015 #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker Strategy 47T  +SAF Royal Queen 5084
16083798 Bon View Katinka 2273 Bon View Traveler 181
  #Bon View Katinka 827

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+1 .30 +2.4 .35 +60 .29 +99 .32 +.10 .29 +1.03 .35 +11 .28

+7 .14 +31 .22
CEM MILK BW CW $W

92 +39 .16 +88.86

Bunker Rocky 47A - Lot 4

VAR Rocky 80029 - Sire of Lot 4.

Bunker Final Product 139A - Lot 5

Connealy Final Product - Sire of Lot 5.

Lot 4 Lot 5
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Bunker Chisum 78A
Birth Date: 2-9-2013 Bull 17579233 Tattoo: 78A7

• He will put a lot of pounds on your calves and you could even use him on heifers. 
His carcass weight is in the top 2% of the breed.

 S Alliance 3313 +Paws Up Alliance 9561
S Chisum 6175  Paws Up 9048 Emulation Ext
15511451 #S Gloria 464 S Eclipse 169
  #S Gloria 209
 
 #+HSAF Bando 1961 #+SAF 598 Bando 5175
Bunker 1961 78U  +JKS Miss Cheyenne 196
16089578 Bun Balance 49 #Bon View Balance 834
  Bon View Katinka 2273

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+7 .31 +2.2 .35 +57 .29 +97 .32 +.16 .33 +1.12 .35 +13 .29

+10 .17 +28 .23
CEM MILK BW CW $W

80 +51 .23 +85.94

Bunker O’reilly 67A [DDP]
Birth Date: 2-9-2013 Bull 17578802 Tattoo: 67A6

• Nice looking bull that has real good uniformed EPDs. The majority in the top 20% 
in the breed.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Vin-Mar O’Reilly Factor SAV Emulous 8145
16400429 #Vin-Mar Edella 2827 +Circle A 216 LTD 9374
  RR Edella Pursuit 5827
 
 Bun VRD 230P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
Bunker 230P 67T  Bon View Katinka 2273
15749635 Bunker VRD 65R #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+6 .30 +2.5 .34 +55 .28 +98 .30 +.22 .27 +.24 .33 +15 .26

+10 .09 +23 .17
CEM MILK BW CW $W

90 +31 .15 +80.91

Bunker O’Reilly 67A - Lot 6

Vin-Mar O’Reilly Factor - Sire of Lot 6.

HSAF Bando 1961 - Maternal Grandsire of Lot 7.

S Chisum 6175 - Sire of Lot 7.

Lot 7Lot 6
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Bunker new sTAndArd 171A [DDP]
Birth Date: 2-12-2013 Bull 17579198 Tattoo: 171A8

• This is a great heifer bull, use him with confidence on heifers. He will also add 
weaning weight to your calves.

 #Bon View New Design 1407 #B/R New Design 036
LCC New Standard  Bon View Pride 664
#14218253 LCC Sunset K3118 War Venture 8030 6008
  Leachman Sunset G3008
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker freedom171y  Bun Bando 29
17032168 Bun 54 VRD 33N #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  CCC Queen Eva 4028

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+10 .29 +.5 .33 +49 .27 +89 .30 +.16 .32 +.58 .34 +15 .28

+10 .16 +24 .21
CEM MILK BW CW $W

74 +18 .21 +73.63

Bunker in FOCus 311A [DDP]
Birth Date: 2-14-2013 Bull 17579196 Tattoo: 311A9

• This bull has really good uniform numbers out of the Mytty in Focus bull. 

 #SAF Focus of ER #SAF Fame
Mytty In Focus [RDF]  GDAR Forever Lady 246
#13880818 Mytty Countess 906 #Sitz Alliance 6595
  Baldridge Countess 357
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker lutton freedom 311y Bun Bando 29
16983215 Bunker Lutton 79W #Exar Lutton 1831
  Bunker 230P 67T

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+6 .29 +1.7 .33 +51 .27 +86 .30 +.16 .34 +1.18 .34 +22 .28

+11 .16 +24 .21
CEM MILK BW CW $W

73 +30 .22 +82.75

Bunker BOBCAT 251A
Birth Date: 2-15-2013 Bull 17578659 Tattoo: 251A10

• This is a new pedigree that I have used. I really like the feed efficiency along with 
his weaning weight and yearling weight.

 #Connealy Right Answer 746 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF]
WK Bobcat  Happy Dell of Conanga 262
16447442 #WK Miss Angus 7127 #Schurrtop MC 2500
  #WK Miss Angus 1403
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker freedom 251y Bun Bando 29
16981206 Bunker M12 198U Bunker Donamere 12R
  +Bunker Equator 16s

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+3 .27 +2.0 .32 +51 .26 +94 .30 +.20 .29 +.69 .33 +20 .26

+6 .09 +26 .15
CEM MILK BW CW $W

79 +29 .15 +62.43

LCC New Standard - Sire of Lot 8. WK Bobcat - Sire of Lot 10.

Lot 8

Lot 9

Lot 10
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Bunker rOCky 54A
Birth Date: 2-16-2013 Bull 17578671 Tattoo: 54A11

• This is a very massive bull, which will add weight and milk to heifers that you retain.

 #HARB Onward 786 JH #Connealy Onward
VAR Rocky 80029  HARB Juanada Erica G75 JH
16160601 #Vermilion Lass 0029 #Connealy Dateline
  Vermilion Lass 8107
 
 Bushs New Age #Bon View New Design 1407
Bun New Age 54P  #Bushs Lucky Roller 713
14813735 BUN Marriott 77 #Marriott of WR Bar 8055
  Bun Prompter 95

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
I-3 .05 I+3.1 .05 I+52 .05 I+87 .05 I+.12 .05 I+.09 .05 I+8 .05

I+2 .05 I+30 .05
CEM MILK BW CW $W

95 I+26 .05 +74.26

Bunker hOOver dAm 121A
Birth Date: 2-16-2013 Bull 17579489 Tattoo: 121A12

• Definite heifer bull with a lot of style and he is in top 20% of breed for Heifer 
Pregnancy and Calving Ease Maternal and Milk.

 #SydGen CC&7 #+SAF Connection
Hoover Dam  SydGen Forever Lady 4087
16124994 #Erica of Ellston C124 #TC Gridiron 258
  Erica of Ellston V65
 
 #SydGen CC&7 #+SAF Connection
Bunker CC&7 121Y  SydGen Forever Lady 4087
16976692 Bunker Strategy 47T #+SAF Strategy 9015
  Bon View Katinka 2273

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+9 .30 +.9 .33 +45 .28 +83 .31 +.16 .34 +.94 .35 +6 .30

+10 .17 +28 .22
CEM MILK BW CW $W

84 +14 .22 +62.24

Bunker in FOCus 131A
Birth Date: 2-17-2013 Bull 17579194 Tattoo: 131A13

• A great heifer bull with a huge scrotal and weaning weight and outstanding EPDs.

 #SAF Focus of ER #SAF Fame
Mytty In Focus [RDF]  GDAR Forever Lady 246
#13880818 Mytty Countess 906 #Sitz Alliance 6595
  Baldridge Countess 357
 
 #SydGen CC&7 #+SAF Connection
Bunker new CC&7 131y SydGen Forever Lady 4087
16992749 Bunker Freedom 27T #TC Freedom 104
  Bun Bando 29

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+9 .30 +.3 .33 +51 .27 +92 .31 +.19 .36 +1.90 .35 +14 .30

+10 .18 +28 .22
CEM MILK BW CW $W

74 +25 .24 +81.30

VAR Rocky 80029 - Sire of Lot 11. Hoover Dam - Sire of Lot 12.

Lot 12Lot 11

Lot 13
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Bunker righT Answer 141A [DDP]
Birth Date: 2-19-2013 Bull 17579287 Tattoo: 141A15

• Great heifer bull that will still wean calves in top 25% of the breed, Docility in the 
top 5% of breed and Heifer Pregnancy in top 10% of the breed, Milk in the top 15% 
of the breed, a must for retaining heifers.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Connealy Right Answer 746 SAV Emulous 8145
#15832750 Happy Dell of Conanga 262 #Hyline Right Time 338
  Happy Daze of Conanga 6260
 
 #SydGen CC&7 #+SAF Connection
Bunker Freedom CC&7 141y SydGen Forever Lady 4087
16992751 Bun New Age 036-14P Bushs New Age
  +Bun New Design 12

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+7 .30 +.2 .33 +53 .27 +98 .31 +.20 .34 +.84 .35 +27 .29

+6 .16 +29 .22
CEM MILK BW CW $W

85 +23 .22 +73.51

Bunker in FOCus 101A [DDP]
Birth Date: 2-17-2013 Bull 17579195 Tattoo: 101A14

• Another great heifer bull with Scrotal and Docility in the top 2% of the breed along 
with Carcass in the top 25% of the breed.

 #SAF Focus of ER #SAF Fame
Mytty In Focus [RDF]  GDAR Forever Lady 246
#13880818 Mytty Countess 906 #Sitz Alliance 6595
  Baldridge Countess 357
 
 #TC Freedom 104 #Connealy Forefront
Bunker freedom 101y #TC Ruby 9095
16991596 Bunker M12 128U Bunker Donamere 12R
  Bunker Genetics BD 36s

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+7 .30 +1.2 .33 +58 .27 +98 .31 +.20 .35 +1.93 .35 +31 .29

+10 .18 +22 .22
CEM MILK BW CW $W

69 +32 .23 +81.40

Bunker in FOCus 39A
Birth Date: 2-23-2013 Bull 17579011 Tattoo: 39A16

• Great heifer bull with Calving Ease Direct, YW, WW, Feeding Efficiency, Scrotal all 
up in the upper end of the breed.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 124W Mytty Countess 906
+16308199 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #TC Freedom 104 #Connealy Forefront
Bunker Freedom 39W #TC Ruby 9095
16311481 Bun Balance 49 #Bon View Balance 834
  Bon View Katinka 2273

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+7 .24 +1.3 .32 +53 .24 +95 .28 +.20 .27 +1.26 .31 +23 .23

+12 .10 +23 .16
CEM MILK BW CW $W

79 +36 .16 +73.99

TC Freedom 104

Bunker In Focus 3W - 2010 Grand Champion Angus Bull

Lot 16Lot 14
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Bunker in FOCus 458A [NHF]
Birth Date: 2-28-2013 Bull 17588108 Tattoo: 458A17

• This is a very massive bull. You will really enjoy him; he also has great EPDs.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 +KF/Hoff-Uno 14 SVF Bandolier
KF Blackbird 458  Bon View Gammer 2409
16254583 KF Blackbird 544 #+Boyd New Day 8005
  KF Blackbird 208

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+9 .24 +2.4 .32 +53 .24 +92 .27 +.12 .26 +.64 .30 +17 .22

+11 .08 +20 .15
CEM MILK BW CW $W

90 +35 .14 +88.74

Bunker in FOCus 60A
Birth Date: 3-1-2013 Bull 17579008 Tattoo: 60A18

• Another great heifer bull with Docility in the top 2% of the breed, Scrotal in the top 
10% and uniform EPDs.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #Connealy Thunder [RDF] #Baldridge Kaboom K243 KCF
Bunker Amanda 60X  #Parka of Conanga 241
16647206 Bunker VRD 26s #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+8 .25 +1.2 .32 +53 .25 +93 .28 +.15 .29 +1.39 .31 +30 .24

+12 .10 +25 .16
CEM MILK BW CW $W

73 +32 .18 +87.97

Mytty In Focus Connealy Thunder

Bunker In Focus 126X - 2011 Grand Champion Angus Bull
Flushmate to 3W who was 2010 Grand Champion and flushmate to 124W 

2010 Reserve Grand Champion.
Bunker In Focus 60A - Lot 18

Lot 18Lot 17
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Bunker in FOCus 69A [CAF]
Birth Date: 3-4-2013 Bull 17589195 Tattoo: 69A21

• This is out of the fanciest heifer out of my 2009 calf crop, with great docility and 
great carcass value.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #TC Freedom 104 #Connealy Forefront
Bunker Freedom 69W #TC Ruby 9095
+16311485 Bun Bando 29 #Bon View Bando 598
  Bon View Katinka 280

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+5 .25 +2.4 .32 +52 .24 +87 .28 +.15 .28 +.63 .31 +30 .24

+10 .09 +21 .16
CEM MILK BW CW $W

84 +39 .16 +90.78

Bunker in FOCus 402A
Birth Date: 3-2-2013 Bull 17579022 Tattoo: 402A19

• This is a really nice bull that does a lot of things right that I bought out of a cow 
from the XCR Ranch dispersal from Hendricks, MN.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #Genetics by Design 049 #B/R New Design 036
XCR Rita Rito T402  GG Clara 859
15987366 XCR Rita R300 #FAR Krugerrand 410H
  XCR Mimi M94

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+6 .26 +3.1 .32 +56 .25 +93 .28 +.14 .27 +1.38 .31 +20 .24

+10 .10 +20 .16
CEM MILK BW CW $W

84 +31 .16 +79.67

Bunker FinAl Answer 111A
Birth Date: 3-4-2013 Bull 17578661 Tattoo: 111A20

• Use this bull on cows with confidence, with great YW, WW and carcass weight with 
your cows.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Bunker FINAL ANSWER 65x SAV Emulous 8145
16646587 Bunker VRD 65R #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #SydGen CC&7 #+SAF Connection
Bunker Amanda 111Y SydGen Forever Lady 4087
16976697 Bunker VRD 26s #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+0 .23 +3.4 .29 +53 .22 +90 .27 +.15 .27 +.65 .30 +25 .24

+6 .09 +27 .15
CEM MILK BW CW $W

92 +37 .15 +85.51

Bunker In Focus 69A - Lot 21Bunker In Focus 3W - Sire of Lots 19 and 21.

Lot 21

Lot 20

Lot 19
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Bunker FinAl Answer 331A
Birth Date: 3-8-2013 Bull 17578660 Tattoo: 331A22

• Very uniform bull, WW, YW, scrotal, docility and heifer pregnancy, all great EPDs.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Bunker FINAL ANSWER 65x SAV Emulous 8145
16646587 Bunker VRD 65R #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #Exar Lutton 1831 #+Northern Improvement 4480 GF
Bunker Lutton 331Y  Exar Saras Dream 9809
+17202262 Bun Bando 29 #Bon View Bando 598
  Bon View Katinka 280

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+6 .24 +3.0 .30 +59 .23 +97 .27 +.19 .28 +1.05 .31 +21 .24

+10 .09 +24 .15
CEM MILK BW CW $W

82 +48 .15 +70.54

Bunker FinAl Answer 221A [DDP]
Birth Date: 3-9-2013 Bull 17578672 Tattoo: 221A23

• This bull will work great out of the famous Final Answer sire.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Bunker FINAL ANSWER 65x SAV Emulous 8145
16646587 Bunker VRD 65R #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker freedom 221y Bun Bando 29
16991162 Bunker 878 35R #Bon View New Design 878
  Bun Traveler 011 Donamere73N

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+8 .22 +1.3 .29 +44 .21 +76 .26 +.14 .26 +.59 .29 +17 .22

+11 .07 +19 .14
CEM MILK BW CW $W

68 +33 .13 +63.13

Bunker in FOCus 109A
Birth Date: 3-9-2013 Bull 17579012 Tattoo: 109A24

• Another calving ease bull with great docility and out of a very massive cow.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #Connealy Lead On #Connealy Leadtime
Bunker Lead On 109W Eligence Plus of Conanga
16308194 Bun New Age 54P Bushs New Age
  BUN Marriott 77

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+10 .24 +1.0 .32 +48 .24 +79 .28 +.10 .28 +.30 .30 +23 .23

+10 .09 +22 .15
CEM MILK BW CW $W

85 +23 .16 +73.59

Connealy Lead OnSAV Final Answer 0035

Lot 22

Lot 23

Lot 24
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Bunker in FOCus 147A
Birth Date: 3-11-2013 Bull 17579014 Tattoo: 147A25

• This bull has great style, good WW and docility and could be used as a carcass 
bull.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #TC Freedom 104 #Connealy Forefront
Bunker Freedom 147T #TC Ruby 9095
15751289 Bun Krugerrand 154P +Bun Donamere K29
  Bun Prompter 95

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+3 .25 +3.7 .32 +51 .24 +85 .28 +.15 .27 +.86 .30 +27 .24

+9 .09 +17 .16
CEM MILK BW CW $W

82 +36 .15 +76.73

Bunker in FOCus 118A
Birth Date: 3-18-2013 Bull 17579013 Tattoo: 118A26

• Use this bull on your cows to increase WW and YW with great docility and calving 
ease maternal.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #TC Freedom 104 #Connealy Forefront
Bunker Freedom 118U #TC Ruby 9095
16088872 Bun C36 VRD 13N #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Foxs Barbara 7

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+1 .25 +4.2 .32 +56 .25 +95 .28 +.17 .28 +.98 .31 +31 .24

+9 .10 +20 .16
CEM MILK BW CW $W

75 +37 .16 +77.48

Bunker in FOCus 230A
Birth Date: 3-18-2013 Bull 17579018 Tattoo: 230A27

• Great uniform EPDs with majority in the top 23% of the breed. A very uniform calf.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker 33 230X  Bun Bando 29
16647073 Bun 54 VRD 33N #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  CCC Queen Eva 4028

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+6 .25 +2.6 .32 +54 .24 +88 .27 +.13 .28 +.55 .30 +18 .23

+11 .08 +13 .14
CEM MILK BW CW $W

65 +34 .17 +85.27

TC Freedom 104Bunker In Focus 147A - Lot 25

Lot 27

Lot 26

Lot 25
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Bunker in FOCus 190A
Birth Date: 3-20-2013 Bull 17579016 Tattoo: 190A28

• Good heifer bull with great calving ease maternal and docility along with carcass 
data.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker Katinka 190X Bun Bando 29
16647068 Bunker Strategy 47T #+SAF Strategy 9015
  Bon View Katinka 2273

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+9 .25 +1.6 .32 +48 .24 +77 .27 +.11 .28 +.82 .30 +20 .23

+13 .08 +19 .14
CEM MILK BW CW $W

85 +27 .17 +79.36

Bunker in FOCus 86A
Birth Date: 3-22-2013 Bull 17579009 Tattoo: 86A29

• Great docility with this bull in the top 10% of the breed for $Energy needs.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #BC Marathon 7022 OCC Kirby 633K
BFA Madison 3828  Gibbet Hill Mignonne E37
16167393 BFA Ms Power EXT BFA Full Power
  AJA Northern EXT 8764

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+4 .24 +3.3 .30 +47 .23 +81 .28 +.11 .27 +.49 .30 +24 .23

+6 .09 +17 .15
CEM MILK BW CW $W

92 +24 .15 +62.13

Bunker in FOCus 220A [DDP]
Birth Date: 3-28-2013 Bull 17579017 Tattoo: 220A30

• Heifer bull, I would recommend he has good balanced EPDs.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker New Age 220X Bun Bando 29
16647169 Bunker Genetics BD 36s #Genetics by Design 049
  Bun New Age 036-14P

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+6 .25 +2.1 .32 +53 .24 +89 .27 +.15 .28 +.82 .30 +20 .23

+10 .08 +20 .14
CEM MILK BW CW $W

76 +24 .17 +75.60

Bunker FinAl Answer 341A
Birth Date: 4-16-2013 Bull 17578662 Tattoo: 341A31

• Great heifer bull for WW, YW, carcass, feeding efficiency, good bull across the 
board.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Bunker FINAL ANSWER 65x SAV Emulous 8145
16646587 Bunker VRD 65R #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #TC Total 410 #Bon View New Design 208
Bunker Total 341Y  +TC Erica Eileen 2047
+17204387 Bun Bando 29 #Bon View Bando 598
  Bon View Katinka 280

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+9 .24 +.7 .30 +54 .23 +97 .27 +.18 .28 +.94 .31 +19 .24

+12 .09 +20 .15
CEM MILK BW CW $W

79 +39 .16 +96.45

Lot 31

Lot 30

Lot 29

Lot 28
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Bunker uPwArd 19Z
Birth Date: 2-10-2012 Bull 17268001 Tattoo: 19Z51

• This is a massive Upward son with great EPDs. Top 5% of the breed in Weaning 
Weight, Carcass Weight and $B. I liked him so much I used him on my own cows 
in 2013.

 #Connealy Onward #Connealy Lead On
Sitz Upward 307R  Altune of Conanga 6104
#14963730 Sitz Henrietta Pride 81M #Sitz Value 7097
  Sitz Henrietta Pride 1370
 
 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 19W Mytty Countess 906
16308205 Bunker Freedom 137T #TC Freedom 104
  Bun Krugerrand 134P

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+6 .36 +2.7 .43 +62 .33 +112 .35 +.17 .36 +1.23 .35 +19 .30

+10 .18 +31 .24
CEM MILK BW CW $W

80 +59 .23 +98.14

Bunker sTAndArd 10Z [DDP]
Birth Date: 2-9-2012 Bull 17268004 Tattoo: 10Z52

• Great uniform EPDs. This 10Z is one of my personal favorite bulls. We have been 
selling embryos from him on demand.

 #Bon View New Design 1407 #B/R New Design 036
LCC New Standard  Bon View Pride 664
#14218253 LCC Sunset K3118 War Venture 8030 6008
  Leachman Sunset G3008
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker Bando 10X  Bun Bando 29
16644871 Bunker Freedom 27T #TC Freedom 104
  Bun Bando 29

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+8 .31 +1.6 .35 +54 .27 +104 .27 I+.24 .05 I+.49 .05 I+16 .05

+9 .17 +30 .19
CEM MILK BW CW $W

70 I+32 .05 +89.87

Bunker FinAl Answer 301A [DDP]
Birth Date: 4-27-2013 Bull 17578666 Tattoo: 301A32

• Another heifer bull with great feeding weight EPDs along with carcass EPDs.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Bunker FINAL ANSWER 65x SAV Emulous 8145
16646587 Bunker VRD 65R #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker Freedom 301y Bun Bando 29
16983216 Bunker 75T 159W Bunker Lead On 75T
  Bun New Age 036-14P

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+7 .22 +2.0 .28 +46 .21 +85 .26 +.19 .25 +.56 .29 +18 .22

+10 .06 +20 .13
CEM MILK BW CW $W

68 +31 .13 +79.59

Sitz Upward 307RBunker Upward 19Z - Lot 51

Two Year Old Bulls

Lot 52

Lot 51

Lot 32
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Bunker Chisum 90Z
Birth Date: 2-8-2012 Bull 17268010 Tattoo: 90Z53

• Another great bull with super EPDs. This is another one of the herd sires I used this 
year out of the great Chisum bull.

 S Alliance 3313 +Paws Up Alliance 9561
S Chisum 6175  Paws Up 9048 Emulation Ext
15511451 #S Gloria 464 S Eclipse 169
  #S Gloria 209
 
 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker  In Focus 90X Mytty Countess 906
16646642 Bunker 1961 28U #+HSAF Bando 1961
  Bun 275R

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+7 .38 +1.7 .43 +58 .33 +101 .35 +.16 .35 +1.49 .35 +21 .30

+11 .17 +27 .22
CEM MILK BW CW $W

76 +52 .24 +78.20

Bunker new sTAndArd 17Z [DDP]
Birth Date: 2-9-2012 Bull 17267995 Tattoo: 17Z54

• This bull is so impressive that I used him on my heifers this year. First time I have not 
AI’d my heifers in many many years. I could not find a calving-ease bull with such 
great numbers more than this bull. Have several calves on the ground out of him 
and he is a true calving-ease bull.

 #Bon View New Design 1407 #B/R New Design 036
LCC New Standard  Bon View Pride 664
#14218253 LCC Sunset K3118 War Venture 8030 6008
  Leachman Sunset G3008
 
 #Genetics by Design 049 #B/R New Design 036
Bunker GBD 17T  GG Clara 859
15752935 +Bunker Equator 45R #Papa Equator 2928
  Bon View Katinka 2273

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+13 .37 -1.0 .43 +53 .33 +97 .35 +.20 .33 +1.36 .35 +11 .30

+12 .18 +25 .24
CEM MILK BW CW $W

51 +32 .23 +78.73

S Chisum 6175 LCC New Standard

Bunker Chisum 90Z - Lot 53 Bunker New Standard 17Z - Lot 54

Lot 54Lot 53
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Bunker FOCus 46Z [DDP]
Birth Date: 3-5-2012 Bull 17308516 Tattoo: 46Z55

• If you are breeding or retaining heifers, Calving Ease Maternal is in the top 4% of 
the breed. Great if you are retaining heifers.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 124W Mytty Countess 906
+16308199 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #Genetics by Design 049 #B/R New Design 036
Bunker Genetics BD 46s GG Clara 859
15458943 Bun Traveler 011 Donamere73N +Bun Donamere K29
  T Angus Burdella 68H

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+3 .22 +3.3 .34 +55 .23 +95 .22 I+.18 .05 I+1.09 .05 I+21 .05

+7 .09 +21 .13
CEM MILK BW CW $W

86 I+23 .05 +70.94

Bunker in FOCus 314Z [DDP]
Birth Date: 4-15-2012 Bull 17320046 Tattoo: 314Z56

• Nice heifer bull that is still in the top 10% of the breed for WW.

 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker 127X  Bun Bando 29
16644872 Bunker 230P 127T Bun VRD 230P
  Bun VRD 24P
 
 #+GAR US Premium Beef #GAR Precision 1680
XCR Beauty R314  GAR Ext 2928
15265909 XCR Beauty L64 #Stevenson Bruno 561G
  VDAR Beauty 8028

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+7 .19 +.9 .33 +58 .21 +95 .13 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

+11 .07 +21 .11
CEM MILK BW CW $W

70 I+29 .05 +64.18

Bunker sTAndArd 39Z [DDP]
Birth Date: 2-11-2012 Bull 17268002 Tattoo: 39Z57

• A great heifer bull that will add weight and style to your calves.

 #Bon View New Design 1407 #B/R New Design 036
LCC New Standard  Bon View Pride 664
#14218253 LCC Sunset K3118 War Venture 8030 6008
  Leachman Sunset G3008
 
 #TC Freedom 104 #Connealy Forefront
Bunker Freedom 39W #TC Ruby 9095
16311481 Bun Balance 49 #Bon View Balance 834
  Bon View Katinka 2273

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+11 .29 +.3 .37 +48 .28 +94 .28 I+.21 .05 I+.73 .05 I+14 .05

+11 .18 +30 .22
CEM MILK BW CW $W

68 I+25 .05 +70.39

LCC New Standard - Sire of Lot 57.Bunker Focus 46Z - Lot 55

Lot 57

Lot 56

Lot 55
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Bunker in FOCus 198Z
Birth Date: 3-21-2012 Bull 17308527 Tattoo: 198Z58

• This is a bull that would add a lot of pounds to your calves, he is a massive bull.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 Bunker Donamere 12R +Bun Donamere K29
Bunker M12 198U  +Bun New Design 12
16076062 +Bunker Equator 16s #Papa Equator 2928
  +KF Gammer 340

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+5 .21 +2.3 .34 +54 .23 +91 .21 I+.15 .05 I+.69 .05 I+22 .05

+9 .07 +17 .10
CEM MILK BW CW $W

77 I+34 .05 +76.45

Bunker leAd On 81Z
Birth Date: 3-4-2012 Bull +17315666 Tattoo: 81Z59

• Extremely uniform EPDs on this bull.

 #Connealy Leadtime #Connealy Dateline
Connealy Lead On  #Ruths Rona of Conanga
#13447282 Eligence Plus of Conanga #TC Dividend 963 [RDF]
  Eura Cap of Conanga
 
 #+GAR US Premium Beef #GAR Precision 1680
XCR Beauty R314  GAR Ext 2928
15265909 XCR Beauty L64 #Stevenson Bruno 561G
  VDAR Beauty 8028

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
I+4 .05 I+2.1 .05 I+46 .05 I+89 .05 I+.16 .05 I+.77 .05 I+12 .05

I+7 .05 I+27 .05
CEM MILK BW CW $W

77 I+20 .05 +66.62

Bunker CC & 7 180Z
Birth Date: 2-12-2012 Bull 17268015 Tattoo: 180Z60

• This bull will give you great feed efficiency along with docility and great carcass 
EPDs

 #+SAF Connection #+SVF Gdar 216 LTD
SydGen CC&7  +SAF Royal Queen 5084
#15330743 SydGen Forever Lady 4087 #SydGen 1407 Corona 2016
  +SAF Forever Lady 8292
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker 13 180X  Bun Bando 29
16647087 Bunker Strategy 37T #+SAF Strategy 9015
  Bun C36 VRD 13N

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+3 .31 +2.1 .37 +47 .28 +89 .21 I+.22 .05 I+.94 .05 I+28 .05

+6 .17 +24 .19
CEM MILK BW CW $W

75 I+39 .05 +86.37

Connealy Lead On - Sire of Lot 59. Bunker CC & 7 180Z - Lot 60

Lot 60

Lot 59

Lot 58
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Bunker in FOCus 126Z [DDP]
Birth Date: 3-11-2012 Bull 17308515 Tattoo: 126Z63

• A true calving-ease bull with great calving ease maternal numbers.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 Pcar Lark 807 2070 Larks Canyon 9022
Bun 126R  MS Pcar Explosion 807
15598632 Miss PCAR 116 8124 3126 Dameron Monumental 116
  MS Pcar Traveler 5 8124

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+8 .20 +.9 .32 +49 .21 +81 .20 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

+11 .06 +19 .11
CEM MILK BW CW $W

76 N/A N/A N/A

Bunker CC & 7 78Z
Birth Date: 2-16-2012 Bull 17267998 Tattoo: 78Z61

• Super feed efficient bull with great milk and carcass data.

 #+SAF Connection #+SVF Gdar 216 LTD
SydGen CC&7  +SAF Royal Queen 5084
#15330743 SydGen Forever Lady 4087 #SydGen 1407 Corona 2016
  +SAF Forever Lady 8292
 
 #+HSAF Bando 1961 #+SAF 598 Bando 5175
Bunker 1961 78U  +JKS Miss Cheyenne 196
16089578 Bun Balance 49 #Bon View Balance 834
  Bon View Katinka 2273

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+0 .29 +3.2 .37 +48 .29 +87 .28 I+.20 .05 I+.93 .05 I+17 .05

+2 .18 +31 .22
CEM MILK BW CW $W

88 I+39 .05 +84.45

Bunker FinAl Answer 503Z
Birth Date: 3-23-2012 Bull 17640254 Tattoo: 503Z62

• A really nice heifer bull with very uniformed EPDs, out of another one of my XCR 
cows.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Bunker FINAL ANSWER 65x SAV Emulous 8145
16646587 Bunker VRD 65R #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 +Rito Revenue 5M2 of 2536 Pre #GAR Predestined
XCR Forever Lady W503 GAR Precision 2536
16514555 +LaGrand Forever Lady 5611 #TC Freedom 104
  #+Maple Lane Forever Lady 2047

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
I+9 .05 I+1.2 .05 I+50 .05 I+86 .05 I+.13 .05 I+.92 .05 I+15 .05

I+11 .05 I+25 .05
CEM MILK BW CW $W

80 I+30 .05 +84.21

SydGen CC&7

Lot 63

Lot 62

Lot 61

Registered Angus Since 1990
Arlington, SD
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Bunker hd 147Z
Birth Date: 2-10-2012 Bull 17267997 Tattoo: 147Z64

• This is a very nice Hoover Dam son with great EPD numbers as you can see with a 
lot of style.

 #SydGen CC&7 #+SAF Connection
Hoover Dam  SydGen Forever Lady 4087
16124994 #Erica of Ellston C124 #TC Gridiron 258
  Erica of Ellston V65
 
 #TC Freedom 104 #Connealy Forefront
Bunker Freedom 147T #TC Ruby 9095
15751289 Bun Krugerrand 154P +Bun Donamere K29
  Bun Prompter 95

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+7 .30 +2.1 .37 +46 .28 +81 .27 I+.18 .05 I+.92 .05 I+23 .05

+10 .17 +26 .21
CEM MILK BW CW $W

77 I+28 .05 +82.91

Bunker FOCus 67Z [DDP]
Birth Date: 3-8-2012 Bull 17308520 Tattoo: 67Z65

• I really like this 67 cow this bull is out of. Great docility and great carcass EPDs.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 Bun VRD 230P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
Bunker 230P 67T  Bon View Katinka 2273
15749635 Bunker VRD 65R #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+3 .23 +3.2 .35 +49 .24 +79 .22 I+.11 .05 I+.85 .05 I+21 .05

+10 .08 +19 .12
CEM MILK BW CW $W

80 I+35 .05 +88.34

Bunker luTTOn 903Z [CAF]
Birth Date: 3-5-2012 Bull +17314198 Tattoo: 903Z66

• This is another bull that I used on my cows this year. The EXAR Lutton semen is over 
$400 a unit if you can find it. This bull will put a lot of style in your calves and has 
great carcass data. Also Lots 67 and 68 are flushmates to this bull.

 #+Northern Improvement 4480 GF #TC Stockman 365
Exar Lutton 1831  Blackcap of RR 5367
#14035047 Exar Saras Dream 9809 #+A&b Yukon 7150
  +Saras Dream
 
 #Bon View Bando 598 #Tehama Bando 155
Bun Bando 29  #Bon View Dora 56
13547869 Bon View Katinka 280 #Voltage HK K142
  #Bon View Katinka 2545

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
I+6 .05 I+2.4 .05 I+51 .05 I+86 .05 I+.19 .05 I+.39 .05 I+16 .05

I+11 .05 I+21 .05
CEM MILK BW CW $W

82 I+51 .05 +90.40

Hoover Dam - Sire of Lot 64. Bunker Focus 67Z - Lot 65

Lot 66

Lot 65

Lot 64
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Bunker luTTOn 808A [CAF]
Birth Date: 2-28-2011 Bull +17202263 Tattoo: 808A67

• This is another bull that I used on my cows this year. The EXAR Lutton semen is over 
$400 a unit if you can find it. This bull will put a lot of style in your calves and has 
great carcass data. Also Lots 66 and 68 are flushmates to this bull.

 #+Northern Improvement 4480 GF #TC Stockman 365
Exar Lutton 1831  Blackcap of RR 5367
#14035047 Exar Saras Dream 9809 #+A&b Yukon 7150
  +Saras Dream
 
 #Bon View Bando 598 #Tehama Bando 155
Bun Bando 29  #Bon View Dora 56
13547869 Bon View Katinka 280 #Voltage HK K142
  #Bon View Katinka 2545

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+7 .28 +1.8 .34 +49 .29 +86 .26 +.19 .25 +.71 .24 +18 .20

+11 .18 +21 .24
CEM MILK BW CW $W

64 +54 .24 +89.45

Bunker luTTOn 808B [CAF]
Birth Date: 2-28-2011 Bull +17329503 Tattoo: 808B68

• This is another bull that I used on my cows this year. The EXAR Lutton semen is over 
$400 a unit if you can find it. This bull will put a lot of style in your calves and has 
great carcass data. Also Lots 66 and 67 are flushmates to this bull.

 #+Northern Improvement 4480 GF #TC Stockman 365
Exar Lutton 1831  Blackcap of RR 5367
#14035047 Exar Saras Dream 9809 #+A&b Yukon 7150
  +Saras Dream
 
 #Bon View Bando 598 #Tehama Bando 155
Bun Bando 29  #Bon View Dora 56
13547869 Bon View Katinka 280 #Voltage HK K142
  #Bon View Katinka 2545

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
I+6 .05 I+2.4 .05 I+51 .05 I+86 .05 I+.19 .05 I+.39 .05 I+16 .05

I+11 .05 I+21 .05
CEM MILK BW CW $W

66 I+51 .05 +90.40

Bunker FreedOm 59wy
Birth Date: 6-20-2011 Bull 16981209 Tattoo: 59WY69

 #TC Freedom 104 #Connealy Forefront
Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Ruby 9095
+16115507 Bun Bando 29 #Bon View Bando 598
  Bon View Katinka 280
 
 #TC Freedom 104 #Connealy Forefront
Bunker Freedom 59W #TC Ruby 9095
+16311486 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+6 .26 +2.3 .35 +50 .25 +88 .17 I+.19 .05 I+.88 .05 I+23 .05

+12 .11 +21 .14
CEM MILK BW CW $W

70 I+45 .05 +78.19

EXAR Lutton 1831

Lot 67

Lot 68

Lot 69

Top 35%
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Bunker AmAndA 3001A
Birth Date: 2-3-2013 Cow 17578803 Tattoo: 3001A3001A

• A very nice O’Reilly Factor heifer. Her dam is a full sister to the cow that has raised 
three champion bulls at the Watertown farm show.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Vin-Mar O’Reilly Factor SAV Emulous 8145
16400429 #Vin-Mar Edella 2827 +Circle A 216 LTD 9374
  RR Edella Pursuit 5827
 
 #Vermilion Dateline 7078 #Connealy Dateline
Bunker VRD 26s  #Vermilion Blackbird 5044
15457343 Bun Northern Bando 598 21L #+Northern Improvement 4480 GF
  Bun Bando 29

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+7 .30 +2.8 .35 +55 .29 +101 .31 +.22 .28 +.32 .35 +29 .28

+11 .11 +24 .18
CEM MILK BW CW $W

72 +31 .17 +73.50

Bunker BurdellA 3002A
Birth Date: 2-4-2013 Cow 17578667 Tattoo: 3002A3002A

• Great numbers on this heifer all the way across the board. A very massive Rocky 
female.

 #HARB Onward 786 JH #Connealy Onward
VAR Rocky 80029  HARB Juanada Erica G75 JH
16160601 #Vermilion Lass 0029 #Connealy Dateline
  Vermilion Lass 8107
 
 Bunker Donamere 12R +Bun Donamere K29
Bunker M12 58U  +Bun New Design 12
16075390 Bunker Genetics BD 46s #Genetics by Design 049
  Bun Traveler 011 Donamere73N

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+1 .27 +3.5 .32 +59 .27 +99 .30 +.16 .27 +.35 .33 +8 .26

+5 .12 +27 .20
CEM MILK BW CW $W

84 +41 .13 +90.73

Bunker new Age 3003A [DDP]
Birth Date: 2-6-2013 Cow 17578668 Tattoo: 3003A3003A

• Really nice stylish female out of Final Product with great EPDs.

 Connealy Product 568 #GAR Retail Product
Connealy Final Product Pride Fine of Conanga 566
15848422 #Ebonista of Conanga 471 #Connealy Deep Canyon 454
  Ebonisa of Conanga 5469
 
 Bunker Donamere 12R +Bun Donamere K29
Bunker M12 128U  +Bun New Design 12
16075389 Bunker Genetics BD 36s #Genetics by Design 049
  Bun New Age 036-14P

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+8 .29 +0 .35 +54 .28 +94 .30 +.15 .31 +.93 .34 +22 .27

+8 .13 +28 .21
CEM MILK BW CW $W

80 +33 .20 +80.41

Bunker Amanda 3001A - Lot 3001A

Vin-Mar O’Reilly Factor

Lot 3002A

Yearling Heifers

This is the first time I have offered my entire heifer crop for sale. This is a great 
set of fancy cattle that will work in every aspect of the cattle industry. My cattle 
herd is outgrowing me and my facilities and I am very proud of the heifers that 
I am offering on this sale. They come from some of the top sires in the nation.

Registered Angus Since 1990
Arlington, SD
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Bunker kATinkA 3004A
Birth Date: 2-6-2013 Cow 17579302 Tattoo: 3004A3004A

• Really nice Brilliance heifer with a lot of her EPDs in the top 5% of the breed.

 #+SAV Bismarck 5682 [RDF] #+GAR Grid Maker
SAV Brilliance 8077  SAV Abigale 0451
16107774 SAV Blackcap May 5270 #SAV 8180 Traveler 004 [RDF]
  #+SAV May 2420
 
 #TC Total 410 #Bon View New Design 208
bunker Total 321Y  +TC Erica Eileen 2047
+17204386 Bun Bando 29 #Bon View Bando 598
  Bon View Katinka 280

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+8 .31 +1.9 .34 +55 .28 +93 .32 +.14 .34 +.72 .35 +15 .29

+12 .15 +23 .21
CEM MILK BW CW $W

70 +35 .24 +87.19

Bunker JilT 3005A
Birth Date: 2-6-2013 Cow +17579234 Tattoo: 3005A3005A

• This is a rare chance to purchase a female from the Mohnen’s Jilt cow family, and 
sired by Chisum.

 S Alliance 3313 +Paws Up Alliance 9561
S Chisum 6175  Paws Up 9048 Emulation Ext
15511451 #S Gloria 464 S Eclipse 169
  #S Gloria 209
 
 #+Boyd New Day 8005 #AAR New Trend
Mohnen Jilt 1283  SVF Forever Lady 57D
14550981 Mohnen Jilt 143 Bon View Traveler 181
  Bon View Jilt 858

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+6 .33 +3.1 .37 +65 .32 +107 .35 +.15 .35 +1.27 .40 +20 .34

+9 .20 +34 .26
CEM MILK BW CW $W

80 +54 .24 +82.82

Bunker BArBArA 3006A [DDP]
Birth Date: 2-7-2013 Cow 17579199 Tattoo: 3006A3006A

• Super nice heifer out of New Standard.

 #Bon View New Design 1407 #B/R New Design 036
LCC New Standard  Bon View Pride 664
#14218253 LCC Sunset K3118 War Venture 8030 6008
  Leachman Sunset G3008
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker Design 170x  Bun Bando 29
16647067 +Bun New Design 12 #B/R New Design 036
  Foxs Barbara 7

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+13 .30 -.2 .35 +43 .28 +83 .31 +.16 .33 +.14 .34 +19 .28

+11 .17 +25 .22
CEM MILK BW CW $W

74 +25 .22 +77.24

Bunker Jilt 3005A - Lot 3005A

Lot 3006ALot 3004A

Bunker AmAndA 3007A
Birth Date: 2-7-2013 Cow 17579290 Tattoo: 3007A3007A

• Great calving ease with very uniform numbers. Grandam of my 24P cow.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Connealy Right Answer 746 SAV Emulous 8145
#15832750 Happy Dell of Conanga 262 #Hyline Right Time 338
  Happy Daze of Conanga 6260
 
 #HARB Windy 702 JH #AAR Really Windy 1205
Bunker Amanda 61Y  #HARB Black Lady 073 JH
+16976566 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+11 .30 +.3 .33 +55 .28 +98 .31 +.16 .34 +.74 .35 +21 .29

+10 .16 +30 .22
CEM MILK BW CW $W

58 +25 .21 +68.11

  My entire heifer crop, many embryo transfers, AI 
sires, and great herd sires. The entire calf crop has 
been Zoetis 50K genomics testing done. We feel 
that there is great value in this testing for several 
reasons. The first is that it enhances the reliability 
and accuracy of the EPDs of the calves before they 
ever have progeny. The second reason is that the 
test is a way to evaluate animals from herd to herd 
without varying management and environmental 
practices. In most cases it is equivalent to the ani-
mal having 16 calves already on the ground. Most 
females never achieve that in a lifetime!
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Bunker BlACkBird 3008A [DDP-NHF]
Birth Date: 2-9-2013 Cow 17588112 Tattoo: 3008A3008A

• Great numbers with all Bunker Cattle breeding 118 bull that was shown at Black 
Hills Stock Show and was sold to C&D Ranch, Norris, SD.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 118X Mytty Countess 906
16647234 Bunker Freedom 118U #TC Freedom 104
  Bun C36 VRD 13N
 
 #LCC New Standard #Bon View New Design 1407
Bunker Standard 31Y LCC Sunset K3118
16992663 KF Blackbird 458 +KF/Hoff-Uno 14
  KF Blackbird 544

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+12 .24 +.6 .29 +50 .22 +94 .26 +.21 .28 +.39 .30 +15 .23

+12 .08 +27 .14
CEM MILK BW CW $W

67 +23 .16 +80.61

Bunker BArBArA 3009A
Birth Date: 2-10-2013 Cow 17579292 Tattoo: 3009A3009A

• Another really nice Right Answer daughter.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Connealy Right Answer 746 SAV Emulous 8145
#15832750 Happy Dell of Conanga 262 #Hyline Right Time 338
  Happy Daze of Conanga 6260
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker Barbara 240X Bun Bando 29
16647078 +Bunker C-36-365 75R #TC Stockman 365
  Foxs Barbara 7

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+8 .30 +1.9 .35 +58 .28 +103 .31 +.21 .33 +1.08 .34 +25 .28

+10 .15 +25 .21
CEM MILK BW CW $W

64 +32 .21 +76.66

Connealy Right Answer 746

Lot 3008A

Bunker Big FreedOm 3011A
Birth Date: 2-13-2013 Cow 17648796 Tattoo: 3011A3011A

• Very fancy Hoover Dam daughter with super EPDs.

 #SydGen CC&7 #+SAF Connection
Hoover Dam  SydGen Forever Lady 4087
16124994 #Erica of Ellston C124 #TC Gridiron 258
  Erica of Ellston V65
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker Big freedom 191y Bun Bando 29
16989308 BFA Madison 8538 Big Improvement 4082
  RCL Lilly 6485

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+3 .28 +3.5 .32 +49 .26 +91 .30 +.21 .32 +1.31 .34 +16 .28

+8 .14 +28 .20
CEM MILK BW CW $W

65 +33 .20 +89.85

Bunker BArBArA 3010A [DDP]
Birth Date: 2-12-2013 Cow 17648797 Tattoo: 3010A3010A

• Another nice Bobcat heifer with great docility and scrotal EPDs.

 #Connealy Right Answer 746 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF]
WK Bobcat  Happy Dell of Conanga 262
16447442 #WK Miss Angus 7127 #Schurrtop MC 2500
  #WK Miss Angus 1403
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker VRD freedom 271y Bun Bando 29
16983207 Bun C36 VRD 13N #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Foxs Barbara 7

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+7 .28 +2.4 .32 +56 .27 +95 .30 +.14 .29 +1.45 .33 +28 .27

+9 .09 +25 .16
CEM MILK BW CW $W

65 +37 .15 +72.24

Lot 3010A

Registered Angus Since 1990
Arlington, SD

bunkercattle.com
Check out  our new website!
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Bunker BrendA 3012A
Birth Date: 2-14-2013 Cow 17579227 Tattoo: 3012A3012A

• EPDs are super on this female with a great look.

 #Baldridge Kaboom K243 KCF #Jauer 353 Traveler 589 27
Connealy Thunder [RDF] Pleasanta of Conanga 736
#15148659 #Parka of Conanga 241 #Bon View Bando 598
  Partina of Conanga 6237
 
 Hoover Dam #SydGen CC&7
Bunker brenda 21y  #Erica of Ellston C124
16981202 #BFA MS Franklin 58 #+Northern Improvement 4480 GF
  BFA Touchstone MB

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+12 .30 -1.6 .33 +42 .27 +86 .31 +.18 .35 +.24 .35 +26 .29

+13 .18 +29 .22
CEM MILK BW CW $W

70 +31 .21 +86.03

Lot 3012A

Bunker Queen 3013A
Birth Date: 2-16-2013 Cow 17579228 Tattoo: 3013A3013A

• Another Thunder daughter that you will like.

 #Baldridge Kaboom K243 KCF #Jauer 353 Traveler 589 27
Connealy Thunder [RDF] Pleasanta of Conanga 736
#15148659 #Parka of Conanga 241 #Bon View Bando 598
  Partina of Conanga 6237
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker 33 130X  Bun Bando 29
16647091 Bunker 230P 148U Bun VRD 230P
  Bunker 878 55R

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+8 .31 +1.8 .35 +43 .28 +83 .30 +.18 .34 +.40 .34 +11 .28

+12 .16 +22 .21
CEM MILK BW CW $W

75 +29 .20 +70.85

Bunker AmAndA 3014A
Birth Date: 2-17-2013 Cow 17579289 Tattoo: 3014A3014A

• Super WW, YW and feed efficiency along with docility and heifer pregnancy EPDs 
with this female.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Connealy Right Answer 746 SAV Emulous 8145
#15832750 Happy Dell of Conanga 262 #Hyline Right Time 338
  Happy Daze of Conanga 6260
 
 #HARB Windy 702 JH #AAR Really Windy 1205
Bunker Windy 41Y  #HARB Black Lady 073 JH
+16976567 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+5 .30 +1.6 .33 +67 .28 +120 .31 +.21 .34 +.77 .35 +29 .29

+7 .16 +32 .22
CEM MILK BW CW $W

72 +34 .21 +75.71

Bunker in FOCus 3015A
Birth Date: 2-22-2013 Cow 17579025 Tattoo: 3015A3015A

• This heifer is out of the 2010 Grand Champion Bull at the Winter Farm Show, one 
of my favorite Mytty In Focus bulls with super EPDs.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 19W Mytty Countess 906
16308205 Bunker Freedom 137T #TC Freedom 104
  Bun Krugerrand 134P

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+10 .25 +1.1 .32 +56 .24 +97 .28 +.18 .28 +1.10 .31 +23 .24

+13 .09 +23 .16
CEM MILK BW CW $W

71 +31 .16 +76.30

Lot 3014A

Connealy Thunder
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Bunker in FOCus 3016A [DDP]
Birth Date: 2-22-2013 Cow 17579023 Tattoo: 3016A3016A

• Another super heifer out of the Reserve Champion Winter Farm Show Female.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 124W Mytty Countess 906
+16308199 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 29W Mytty Countess 906
16308204 Bunker 230P 127T Bun VRD 230P
  Bun VRD 24P

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
-6 .24 +3.8 .31 +54 .24 +95 .27 +.18 .28 +.64 .30 +27 .23

+7 .09 +20 .15
CEM MILK BW CW $W

78 +37 .16 +83.82

Bunker FinAl Answer 3017A
Birth Date: 2-25-2013 Cow 17579315 Tattoo: 3017A3017A

• This Hoover Dam daughter is awesome when it comes to calving ease and calving 
ease maternal. Along with good milk and carcass data.

 #SydGen CC&7 #+SAF Connection
Hoover Dam  SydGen Forever Lady 4087
16124994 #Erica of Ellston C124 #TC Gridiron 258
  Erica of Ellston V65
 
 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Bunker Answer 51Y  SAV Emulous 8145
16976516 Bunker 230P 148U Bun VRD 230P
  Bunker 878 55R

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+13 .30 +.6 .33 +44 .27 +79 .31 +.17 .34 +.60 .35 +2 .29

+14 .17 +29 .22
CEM MILK BW CW $W

64 +17 .22 +78.04

Bunker BurdellA 3018A [DDP]
Birth Date: 2-27-2013 Cow 17579026 Tattoo: 3018A3018A

• Another heifer out of a Reserve Champion Bull with good WW, YW, feeding 
efficiency and docility and great scrotal.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 124W Mytty Countess 906
+16308199 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #Genetics by Design 049 #B/R New Design 036
Bunker Genetics BD 46s GG Clara 859
15458943 Bun Traveler 011 Donamere73N +Bun Donamere K29
  T Angus Burdella 68H

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+4 .24 +1.9 .31 +52 .24 +89 .27 +.18 .27 +1.48 .30 +20 .23

+8 .09 +20 .16
CEM MILK BW CW $W

72 +20 .16 +65.50

Hoover Dam

Lot 3016A Lot 3018A

Bunker new Age 3019A
Birth Date: 3-1-2013 Cow 17581345 Tattoo: 3019A3019A

• A fancy heifer bred for calving ease, milk feed efficiency, docility and good carcass 
numbers.

 #SydGen CC&7 #+SAF Connection
Hoover Dam  SydGen Forever Lady 4087
16124994 #Erica of Ellston C124 #TC Gridiron 258
  Erica of Ellston V65
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker New Freedom 241y Bun Bando 29
16983208 Bun New Age 54P Bushs New Age
  BUN Marriott 77

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+10 .28 +.5 .32 +35 .26 +67 .30 +.18 .32 +.47 .34 +26 .28

+11 .15 +26 .20
CEM MILK BW CW $W

61 +16 .20 +78.20
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Bunker BArBArA 3022A [DDF]
Birth Date: 3-4-2013 Cow 17579028 Tattoo: 3022A3022A

• A heifer with great EPDs out of the Grand Champion Bull.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #TC Stockman 365 #TC Stockman
Bunker C-36-365 75R TC Pride 0014
+15053605 Foxs Barbara 7 +Premier Double Down
  #Foxs Barbara 640

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+7 .25 +2.1 .32 +53 .25 +91 .28 +.19 .27 +1.26 .30 +25 .24

+12 .10 +11 .17
CEM MILK BW CW $W

67 +32 .16 +87.17

Bunker kATinkA 3020A
Birth Date: 3-2-2013 Cow 17579032 Tattoo: 3020A3020A

• Another really nice heifer out of the 2010 Grand Champion Bull.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #Papa Equator 2928 #+Papa Power 096
Bunker Equator 45R  #Papa Envious Blackbird 8849
+15122537 Bon View Katinka 2273 Bon View Traveler 181
  #Bon View Katinka 827

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
-1 .25 +4.1 .32 +49 .24 +87 .28 +.17 .27 +.52 .31 +19 .23

+8 .10 +20 .17
CEM MILK BW CW $W

70 +39 .16 +83.92

Bunker kATinkA 3023A [CAF]
Birth Date: 3-5-2013 Cow 17589201 Tattoo: 3023A3023A

• Very nice Final Answer granddaughter that adds calving ease and efficiency and 
carcass weight to your cattle.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Bunker FINAL ANSWER 65x SAV Emulous 8145
16646587 Bunker VRD 65R #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #HARB Pendleton 765 JH #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF]
Bunker pendleton 391Y #HARB Black Lady 375 JH
+17204383 Bun Bando 29 #Bon View Bando 598
  Bon View Katinka 280

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+9 .23 +1.5 .29 +46 .22 +84 .27 +.18 .28 +.98 .30 +12 .24

+11 .09 +22 .15
CEM MILK BW CW $W

58 +40 .15 +73.34

Bunker gAmmer 3021A
Birth Date: 3-2-2013 Cow 17579034 Tattoo: 3021A3021A

• Another really great heifer. WW, YW, FE, docility and carcass numbers and $B, all 
above breed average.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 124W Mytty Countess 906
+16308199 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #Papa Equator 2928 #+Papa Power 096
Bunker Equator 16s  #Papa Envious Blackbird 8849
+15555142 +KF Gammer 340 #N Bar Emulation EXT
  Bon View Gammer 2409

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+4 .24 +2.6 .31 +42 .24 +76 .28 +.16 .28 +.77 .31 +15 .24

+9 .10 +19 .17
CEM MILK BW CW $W

68 +28 .16 +56.85

Lot 3020A

Lot 3022A

Bunker kATinkA 3024A
Birth Date: 3-5-2013 Cow 17579030 Tattoo: 3024A3024A

• Good EPDs with exceptional scrotal EPD on this heifer.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 124W Mytty Countess 906
+16308199 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker Katinka 110X Bun Bando 29
16647102 Bunker 1961 78U #+HSAF Bando 1961
  Bun Balance 49

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+3 .23 +3.1 .30 +50 .22 +82 .27 +.14 .28 +1.48 .30 +17 .23

+9 .07 +18 .13
CEM MILK BW CW $W

70 +29 .17 +69.00

Lot 3024A
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Bunker Queen 3025A [DDP]
Birth Date: 3-7-2013 Cow 17579031 Tattoo: 3025A3025A

• This female is in the top 35% of the breed in WW, YW, feed efficiency, scrotal, 
docility, $EN and $B.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 124W Mytty Countess 906
+16308199 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker 33 120X  Bun Bando 29
16647081 Bunker 230P 158U Bun VRD 230P
  Bun 54 VRD 33N

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
-2 .24 +4.1 .32 +51 .23 +90 .27 +.17 .27 +1.16 .30 +21 .22

+8 .08 +21 .14
CEM MILK BW CW $W

76 +31 .17 +79.07

Bunker AmAndA 3026A
Birth Date: 3-8-2013 Cow 17578669 Tattoo: 3026A3026A

• A nice heifer that will add scrotal and docility along with calving ease to your cattle.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Bunker FINAL ANSWER 65x SAV Emulous 8145
16646587 Bunker VRD 65R #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker freedom 231y Bun Bando 29
16981205 Bunker Strategy 98U #+SAF Strategy 9015
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+6 .22 +2.3 .28 +43 .21 +73 .26 +.14 .26 +1.22 .29 +16 .22

+11 .07 +21 .13
CEM MILK BW CW $W

78 +32 .13 +75.50

Bunker in FOCus 3030A
Birth Date: 3-12-2013 Cow 17579830 Tattoo: 3030A3030A

• Awesome numbers on this heifer from the Reserve Champion Bull.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 124W Mytty Countess 906
+16308199 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #+HSAF Bando 1961 #+SAF 598 Bando 5175
Bunker 33 80X  +JKS Miss Cheyenne 196
16645667 Bunker 878 55R #Bon View New Design 878
  Bun 54 VRD 33N

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+2 .25 +3.0 .32 +55 .24 +99 .28 +.17 .29 +1.43 .31 +4 .24

+9 .10 +22 .16
CEM MILK BW CW $W

74 +32 .18 +72.49

Bunker kATinkA 3028A [CAF]
Birth Date: 3-9-2013 Cow 17589202 Tattoo: 3028A3028A

• Super numbers out of a nice little heifer.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Bunker FINAL ANSWER 65x SAV Emulous 8145
16646587 Bunker VRD 65R #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #TC Total 410 #Bon View New Design 208
Bunker Total 431Y  +TC Erica Eileen 2047
+17204388 Bun Bando 29 #Bon View Bando 598
  Bon View Katinka 280

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+10 .23 +1.3 .29 +64 .22 +105 .27 +.18 .28 +.84 .30 +18 .24

+12 .09 +25 .15
CEM MILK BW CW $W

74 +42 .15 +89.57

Lot 3026A

Lot 3030A

Bunker kATinkA 3031A
Birth Date: 3-12-2013 Cow 17579033 Tattoo: 3031A3031A

• Great WW, great scrotal, great feed efficiency along with calving ease maternal, 
out of one of my favorite cows.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 124W Mytty Countess 906
+16308199 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker Bando 10X  Bun Bando 29
16644871 Bunker Freedom 27T #TC Freedom 104
  Bun Bando 29

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
-3 .23 +4.9 .30 +59 .23 +103 .27 +.22 .28 +.54 .30 +23 .23

+7 .08 +23 .14
CEM MILK BW CW $W

88 +39 .17 +94.64

  My entire heifer crop, many embryo transfers, AI 
sires, and great herd sires. The entire calf crop has 
been Zoetis 50K genomics testing done. We feel 
that there is great value in this testing for several 
reasons. The first is that it enhances the reliability 
and accuracy of the EPDs of the calves before they 
ever have progeny. The second reason is that the 
test is a way to evaluate animals from herd to herd 
without varying management and environmental 
practices. In most cases it is equivalent to the ani-
mal having 16 calves already on the ground. Most 
females never achieve that in a lifetime!
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Bunker Queen 3034A
Birth Date: 3-15-2013 Cow 17579029 Tattoo: 3034A3034A

• Good calving ease across the board along with docility and good carcass numbers.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 Bun VRD 230P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
Bunker 230P 97T  Bon View Katinka 2273
#15749636 Bunker 878 55R #Bon View New Design 878
  Bun 54 VRD 33N

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+6 .25 +3.1 .32 +46 .24 +75 .27 +.10 .26 +1.11 .30 +20 .23

+12 .08 +19 .16
CEM MILK BW CW $W

84 +25 .15 +76.12

Bunker AmAndA 3037A [DDP]
Birth Date: 3-20-2013 Cow 17579024 Tattoo: 3037A3037A

• Very good numbers on a fancy heifer.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 3W  Mytty Countess 906
+16308198 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 Bun VRD 230P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
Bunker 230P 127T  Bon View Katinka 2273
15749633 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+8 .24 +1.3 .32 +57 .24 +89 .27 +.12 .26 +.73 .30 +23 .23

+13 .08 +17 .16
CEM MILK BW CW $W

N/A +35 .15 +87.30

Bunker kATinkA 3036A [CAF]
Birth Date: 3-20-2013 Cow 17589196 Tattoo: 3036A3036A

• Super docility along with good calving ease and carcass data.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 124W Mytty Countess 906
+16308199 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 Bunker Donamere 12R +Bun Donamere K29
Bunker M12 208U  +Bun New Design 12
16076066 Bun Bando 29 #Bon View Bando 598
  Bon View Katinka 280

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+8 .23 +.6 .30 +46 .23 +80 .27 +.16 .26 +.83 .29 +34 .22

+10 .08 +15 .15
CEM MILK BW CW $W

70 +31 .14 +82.05

COw 3032A [DDP]
Birth Date: 3-14-2013 Cow Reg.No.Pdg. Tattoo: 3032A3032A

• Really nice heifer out of the Grand Champion Bull, she will add calving ease 
maternal to your herd.

  
  
  
  
 
 Pcar Lark 807 2070 Larks Canyon 9022
Bun 126R  MS Pcar Explosion 807
15598632 Miss PCAR 116 8124 3126 Dameron Monumental 116
  MS Pcar Traveler 5 8124

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+10 .13 -.2 .24 +38 .15 +67 .11 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

+11 .08 +20 .21
CEM MILK BW CW $W

70 N/A N/A N/A

D

D

Lot 3036A

Bunker emie 3038A
Birth Date: 3-21-2013 Cow 17579027 Tattoo: 3038A3038A

• Great calving ease, docility and carcass data.

 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker In Focus 124W Mytty Countess 906
+16308199 Bun VRD 24P #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #+HSAF Bando 1961 #+SAF 598 Bando 5175
Bunker 1961 68U  +JKS Miss Cheyenne 196
16089573 Bun 23R Pcar Lark 807 2070
  Emie’s Black Marriott 23

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+6 .24 +2.2 .31 +47 .23 +81 .27 +.15 .27 +1.29 .30 +23 .23

+9 .09 +23 .15
CEM MILK BW CW $W

88 +22 .15 +66.04

Lot 3038A



28Registered Angus Since 1990
Arlington, SD

2012 Grand Champion Angus Bull. This was our third straight 
Grand Champion Bull.

Bunker emie 3039A
Birth Date: 3-30-2013 Cow 17578670 Tattoo: 3039A3039A

• Nice heifer out of a really nice 91 cow.

 #SAV Final Answer 0035 [RDF] #Sitz Traveler 8180
Bunker FINAL ANSWER 65x SAV Emulous 8145
16646587 Bunker VRD 65R #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Bun Northern Bando 598 21L
 
 #TC Freedom 104 #Connealy Forefront
Bunker Freedom 91Y  #TC Ruby 9095
16971819 Bunker 1961 68U #+HSAF Bando 1961
  Bun 23R

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+5 .23 +2.0 .29 +49 .22 +86 .27 +.17 .27 +1.25 .30 +18 .24

+9 .09 +29 .15
CEM MILK BW CW $W

68 +32 .14 +79.11

COw 3040A
Birth Date: 5-10-2013 Cow Reg.No.Pdg. Tattoo: 3040A3040A

  
  
  
  
 
 #Mytty In Focus [RDF] #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker  In Focus 90X Mytty Countess 906
16646642 Bunker 1961 28U #+HSAF Bando 1961
  Bun 275R

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+5 .36 +1.2 .43 +47 .32 +85 .27 +.17 .30 +1.42 .25 +12 .22

+8 .22 +22 .26
CEM MILK BW CW $W

68 +32 .29 +72.96

D

D

COw 3041A
Birth Date: 5-5-2013 Cow Reg.No.Pdg. Tattoo: 3041A3041A

  
  
  
  
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker 13 180X  Bun Bando 29
16647087 Bunker Strategy 37T #+SAF Strategy 9015
  Bun C36 VRD 13N

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+5 .29 +1.3 .41 +47 .29 +81 .20 +.17 .18 +.80 .15 +22 .13

+11 .15 +8 .20
CEM MILK BW CW $W

65 +33 .22 +73.33

D

D

COw 3043A
Birth Date: 5-20-2013 Cow Reg.No.Pdg. Tattoo: 3043A3043A

  
  
  
  
 
 #+SAF Strategy 9015 #SAF Focus of ER
Bunker Strategy 37T  +SAF Royal Queen 5084
15751284 Bun C36 VRD 13N #Vermilion Dateline 7078
  Foxs Barbara 7

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+4 .30 +2.1 .43 +50 .32 +85 .25 +.13 .18 +.95 .21 +19 .19

+11 .22 +5 .32
CEM MILK BW CW $W

69 +30 .21 +76.01

D

D

COw 3042A [DDP]
Birth Date: 5-12-2013 Cow Reg.No.Pdg. Tattoo: 3042A3042A

  
  
  
  
 
 +Bunker Freedom 29U #TC Freedom 104
Bunker New Age 250X Bun Bando 29
16647164 Bunker Lead On 57T #Connealy Lead On
  Bun New Age 036-14P

CED BEPD WEPD YEPD RADG SC DOC
+4 .29 +2.9 .41 +36 .29 +74 .20 +.15 .19 +.52 .15 +20 .13

+7 .15 +15 .20
CEM MILK BW CW $W

62 +29 .22 +86.55

D

D

Thanks for coming!
This is a listing of my entire 2013 heifer crop
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American Angus Association® Selection Tools 
Expected Progeny Difference (EPD), is the prediction of how future 
progeny of each animal are expected to perform relative to the progeny of 
other animals listed in the database. EPDs are expressed in units of measure 
for the trait, plus or minus. Interim EPDs may appear on young animals when 
their performance has yet to be incorporated into the American Angus 
Association National Cattle Evaluation (NCE) procedures. This EPD will be 
preceded by an “I”, and may or may not include the animal’s own 
performance record for a particular trait, depending on its availability, 
appropriate contemporary grouping, or data edits needed for NCE. 

Accuracy (ACC), is the reliability that can be placed on the EPD. An 
accuracy of close to 1.0 indicates higher reliability. Accuracy is impacted by 
the number of progeny and ancestral records included in the analysis. 

GROWTH 
Calving Ease Direct (CED), is expressed as a difference in percentage of 
unassisted births, with a higher value indicating greater calving ease in first-
calf heifers. It predicts the average difference in ease with which a sire’s 
calves will be born when he is bred to first-calf heifers.  

Birth Weight EPD (BW), expressed in pounds, is a predictor of a sire’s 
ability to transmit birth weight to his progeny compared to that of other sires.  

Weaning Weight EPD (WW), expressed in pounds, is a predictor of a sire’s 
ability to transmit weaning growth to his progeny compared to that of other 
sires.  

Residual Average Daily Gain (RADG), feed efficiency expressed in pounds 
per day, is a predictor of a sire’s genetic ability for postweaning gain in future 
progeny compared to that of other sires, given a constant amount of feed 
consumed.

Yearling Weight EPD (YW), expressed in pounds, is a predictor of a sire’s 
ability to transmit yearling growth to his progeny compared to that of other 
sires.  

Yearling Height EPD (YH), is a predictor of a sire’s ability to transmit 
yearling height, expressed in inches, compared to the that of other sires.  

Scrotal Circumference EPD (SC), expressed in centimeters, is a predictor 
of the difference in transmitting ability for scrotal size compared to that of 
other sires.  

Docility (DOC), is expressed as a difference in yearling cattle temperament, 
with a higher value indicating more favorable docility. It predicts the average 
difference of progeny from a sire in comparison with another sire’s calves.  

MATERNAL 
Heifer Pregnancy (HP), is a selection tool to increase the probability or 
chance of a sire’s daughters becoming pregnant as first–calf heifers during a 
normal breeding season. A higher EPD is the more favorable direction, and 
the EPD is reported in percentage units. 

Calving Ease Maternal (CEM), is expressed as a difference in percentage 
of unassisted births with a higher value indicating greater calving ease in 
first-calf daughters. It predicts the average ease with which a sire’s daughters 
will calve as first-calf heifers when compared to daughters of other sires.  

Maternal Milk EPD (Milk), is a predictor of a sire’s genetic merit for milk 
and mothering ability as expressed in his daughters compared to daughters of 
other sires. In other words, it is that part of a calf’s weaning weight attributed 
to milk and mothering ability. 

Mature Weight EPD (MW), expressed in pounds, is a predictor of the 
difference in mature weight of daughters of a sire compared to the daughters 
of other sires. 

Mature Height EPD (MH), expressed in inches, is a predictor of the 
difference in mature height of a sire’s daughters compared to daughters of 
other sires. 

Cow Energy Value ($EN), expressed in dollars savings per cow per year, 
assesses differences in cow energy requirements as an expected dollar 
savings difference in daughters of sires. A larger value is more favorable 
when comparing two animals (more dollars saved on feed energy expenses). 
Components for computing the cow $EN savings difference include lactation 
energy requirements and energy costs associated with differences in mature 
cow size.  

CARCASS 
The genetic evaluation produces a single set of EPDs for carcass weight, 
marbling score, Ribeye area and fat thickness. The units of measure are in 
carcass trait format and analyzed on an age-constant basis. 

Carcass Weight EPD (CW), expressed in pounds is a predictor of the 
differences in hot carcass weight of a sire’s progeny compared to progeny 
of other sires.  

Marbling EPD (Marb), expressed as a fraction of the difference in USDA 
marbling score of a sire’s progeny compared to progeny of other sires.  

Ribeye Area EPD (RE), expressed in square inches, is a predictor of the 
difference in ribeye area of a sire’s progeny compared to progeny of other 
sires.  

Fat Thickness EPD (Fat), expressed in inches, is a predictor of the 
differences in external fat thickness at the 12th rib (as measured between the 
12th and 13th ribs) of a sire’s progeny compared to progeny of other sires. 

$VALUE INDEXES 
$Value indexes, are multi-trait selection indexes to assist beef producers by 
adding simplicity to genetic selection decisions. $Values are reported in 
dollars per head, where a higher value is more favorable. The $Value is an 
estimate of how future progeny of each sire are expected to perform, on 
average, compared to progeny of other sires in the database if the sires were 
randomly mated to cows and if calves were exposed to the same 
environment.

Weaned Calf Value ($W), an index value expressed in dollars per head, is 
the expected average difference in future progeny performance for pre-
weaning merit. $W includes both revenue and cost adjustments associated 
with differences in birth weight, weaning direct growth, maternal milk, and 
mature cow size. 

Feedlot Value ($F), an index value expressed in dollars per head, is the 
expected average difference in future progeny performance for postweaning 
merit compared to progeny of other sires. 

Grid Value ($G), an index value expressed in dollars per head, is the 
expected average difference in future progeny performance for carcass grid 
merit compared to progeny of other sires. 

Quality Grade ($QG) represents the quality grade segment of the economic 
advantage found in $G. $QG is intended for the specialized user wanting to 
place more emphasis on improving quality grade. The carcass marbling 
(Marb) EPD, which is influenced by carcass marbling scores and ultrasound 
percent intramuscular fat (% IMF) measurements, contribute to $QG.  

Yield Grade ($YG) $YG represents the yield grade segment of the economic 
advantage found in $G. $YG is intended for the specialized user wanting to 
place more emphasis on red meat yield. It provides a multi-trait approach to 
encompass ribeye, fat thickness and weight into an economic value for red 
meat yield. 
$G combines both $QG and $YG, and may be the best carcass decision 
tool for focusing on quality and red meat yield simultaneously. 

Beef Value ($B), an index value expressed in dollars per head, is the 
expected average difference in future progeny performance for postweaning 
and carcass value compared to progeny of other sires. 
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progeny compared to that of other sires, given a constant amount of feed 
consumed.

Yearling Weight EPD (YW), expressed in pounds, is a predictor of a sire’s 
ability to transmit yearling growth to his progeny compared to that of other 
sires.  

Yearling Height EPD (YH), is a predictor of a sire’s ability to transmit 
yearling height, expressed in inches, compared to the that of other sires.  

Scrotal Circumference EPD (SC), expressed in centimeters, is a predictor 
of the difference in transmitting ability for scrotal size compared to that of 
other sires.  

Docility (DOC), is expressed as a difference in yearling cattle temperament, 
with a higher value indicating more favorable docility. It predicts the average 
difference of progeny from a sire in comparison with another sire’s calves.  

MATERNAL 
Heifer Pregnancy (HP), is a selection tool to increase the probability or 
chance of a sire’s daughters becoming pregnant as first–calf heifers during a 
normal breeding season. A higher EPD is the more favorable direction, and 
the EPD is reported in percentage units. 

Calving Ease Maternal (CEM), is expressed as a difference in percentage 
of unassisted births with a higher value indicating greater calving ease in 
first-calf daughters. It predicts the average ease with which a sire’s daughters 
will calve as first-calf heifers when compared to daughters of other sires.  

Maternal Milk EPD (Milk), is a predictor of a sire’s genetic merit for milk 
and mothering ability as expressed in his daughters compared to daughters of 
other sires. In other words, it is that part of a calf’s weaning weight attributed 
to milk and mothering ability. 

Mature Weight EPD (MW), expressed in pounds, is a predictor of the 
difference in mature weight of daughters of a sire compared to the daughters 
of other sires. 

Mature Height EPD (MH), expressed in inches, is a predictor of the 
difference in mature height of a sire’s daughters compared to daughters of 
other sires. 

Cow Energy Value ($EN), expressed in dollars savings per cow per year, 
assesses differences in cow energy requirements as an expected dollar 
savings difference in daughters of sires. A larger value is more favorable 
when comparing two animals (more dollars saved on feed energy expenses). 
Components for computing the cow $EN savings difference include lactation 
energy requirements and energy costs associated with differences in mature 
cow size.  

CARCASS 
The genetic evaluation produces a single set of EPDs for carcass weight, 
marbling score, Ribeye area and fat thickness. The units of measure are in 
carcass trait format and analyzed on an age-constant basis. 

Carcass Weight EPD (CW), expressed in pounds is a predictor of the 
differences in hot carcass weight of a sire’s progeny compared to progeny 
of other sires.  

Marbling EPD (Marb), expressed as a fraction of the difference in USDA 
marbling score of a sire’s progeny compared to progeny of other sires.  

Ribeye Area EPD (RE), expressed in square inches, is a predictor of the 
difference in ribeye area of a sire’s progeny compared to progeny of other 
sires.  

Fat Thickness EPD (Fat), expressed in inches, is a predictor of the 
differences in external fat thickness at the 12th rib (as measured between the 
12th and 13th ribs) of a sire’s progeny compared to progeny of other sires. 

$VALUE INDEXES 
$Value indexes, are multi-trait selection indexes to assist beef producers by 
adding simplicity to genetic selection decisions. $Values are reported in 
dollars per head, where a higher value is more favorable. The $Value is an 
estimate of how future progeny of each sire are expected to perform, on 
average, compared to progeny of other sires in the database if the sires were 
randomly mated to cows and if calves were exposed to the same 
environment.

Weaned Calf Value ($W), an index value expressed in dollars per head, is 
the expected average difference in future progeny performance for pre-
weaning merit. $W includes both revenue and cost adjustments associated 
with differences in birth weight, weaning direct growth, maternal milk, and 
mature cow size. 

Feedlot Value ($F), an index value expressed in dollars per head, is the 
expected average difference in future progeny performance for postweaning 
merit compared to progeny of other sires. 

Grid Value ($G), an index value expressed in dollars per head, is the 
expected average difference in future progeny performance for carcass grid 
merit compared to progeny of other sires. 

Quality Grade ($QG) represents the quality grade segment of the economic 
advantage found in $G. $QG is intended for the specialized user wanting to 
place more emphasis on improving quality grade. The carcass marbling 
(Marb) EPD, which is influenced by carcass marbling scores and ultrasound 
percent intramuscular fat (% IMF) measurements, contribute to $QG.  

Yield Grade ($YG) $YG represents the yield grade segment of the economic 
advantage found in $G. $YG is intended for the specialized user wanting to 
place more emphasis on red meat yield. It provides a multi-trait approach to 
encompass ribeye, fat thickness and weight into an economic value for red 
meat yield. 
$G combines both $QG and $YG, and may be the best carcass decision 
tool for focusing on quality and red meat yield simultaneously. 

Beef Value ($B), an index value expressed in dollars per head, is the 
expected average difference in future progeny performance for postweaning 
and carcass value compared to progeny of other sires. 
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